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PRODUCTION NOTES

Prayers of the Passion was originally performed at St. John’s
Lutheran Church in Madison, Wisconsin, as a series during
Wednesday evening Lenten services in 2000. Each scene was
presented in the context of a worship service in the “sermon spot.”

All six scenes were presented as a single work at St. Benedict’s
Retreat Center, Middleton, Wisconsin, and St. John’s on Good
Friday 2000. Both performances were set in the context of
worship services and presented in the main worship space. Sung
responses from the congregation were placed between the scenes,
partly to allow for set changes and partly to involve the assembly.

Original presentations were under the direction of the author
with volunteers from St. John’s as cast and crew.

These scenes roughly follow the chronology of the Passion story.

The Scripture citations at the beginning of each scene are
intended to be read by a narrator as introductions to the
respective scenes in order to “set the stage” for each scene.
Together, these readings, taken from the three synoptic Gospels,
are a telling of the Passion story from the Last Supper to the
evening of Good Friday.

Most of the characters in these scenes appear in Scripture,
though the names of some are not given by the evangelists. For
these characters, names have been provided by the author (e.g.,
Simon Peter’s mother-in-law). A few of the characters are implied
by Scripture but are imaginary (e.g., Sarah).

Running time for the six scenes, with Scripture readings and
congregational response, is approximately fifty minutes. The
scenes run approximately five to seven minutes each.

Each scene contains suggestions for scenery, sound and lights (if
theatrical lighting is available), and basic staging. Biblical
costumes are recommended but are not necessary.
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The scenes are written so that they may easily be staged on
proscenium or thrust stages, or in the chancel area of any
church.

Entrances and exits to and from the playing area are
suggested Upstage Right and Left and Downstage Right and
Left. The Downstage entrances and exits may be from and to
the audience area.

PROPS and SET

“Let This Cup Pass”
None

“Why Have You Forsaken Me?”
Table
Tablecloth
2 chairs
Candle

“Father, Forgive Them”
Wooden blocks to suggest a gate in Jerusalem

“Jesus, Remember Me”
Quills and parchment
2 chairs, 2 tables

“Into Your Hands”
2 blocks (small tables or stools) to serve as “rocks”

“Simon, I Have Prayed for You”
2 chairs (kegs, stools, blocks)
Burlap bags, etc., to suggest storage room
Chalice and bread
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Scene One
“Let This Cup Pass”

READING #1: Matthew 26:17-30
CAST:  Judas, Salome

(Lights up on a street in Jerusalem. JUDAS enters from a
doorway Downstage Right. SALOME, one of the group of
women who follow Jesus, enters from street Upstage Left. Both
are preoccupied, and they bump into each other Downstage
Center.)

JUDAS and SALOME:  (Together ad-lib Excuse me, I’m sorry, etc.)
SALOME:  (Recognizing him) Judas, what are you doing here?
JUDAS:  Salome. I … I was feeling sick. We were having the

Passover with the Master. I needed some air. How are
you? What are you doing here? Weren’t you home with
your family?

SALOME:  We just finished our seder. Are you sure you’re all
right?

JUDAS:  Yes, I’m fine now, really.
SALOME:  I’m on my way back to the market.
JUDAS:  Ah.
SALOME:  I’m going to look for Mary Magdalene and the

other women. They all need places to stay. It’s always
busy in Jerusalem during the Passover, but this year
it’s been mad.

JUDAS:  It has been mad.
SALOME:  Hasn’t it been amazing? I can hardly believe the

way the Master has been received. They’re calling him
the son of David.

JUDAS:  Listen, Salome …
SALOME:  Do you think it’s true, Judas? Is that what this is

all about? Could Jesus really be the Messiah?
JUDAS:  Salome …
SALOME:  I’m sorry, it’s just that I thought, well, you’re one
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of the Twelve, you speak with him every day. (Suddenly
excited) Judas, tell me. It’s true, isn’t it? All the women
are convinced of it. He’s the Messiah, isn’t he?

JUDAS:  (Leading her Downstage) No, Salome, he isn’t. Listen,
Salome, there’s something I have to tell you. About
Jesus.

SALOME:  What?
JUDAS:  He’s been acting very strangely lately. Maybe

you’ve noticed.
SALOME:  I don’t … I’ve never really understood the things

he does.
JUDAS:  He wants to die.
SALOME:  What?
JUDAS:  He wants it, he wants to die. I think he’s gone mad.
SALOME:  Judas.
JUDAS:  Salome, just listen. You saw the crowds today.

They’d follow him anywhere. This is more than we
could have imagined. You’re right. Jesus is a great man.
He could be Messiah. But he doesn’t want it. He’s
throwing it away.

SALOME:  I know he’s been talking about being turned over
to the authorities, but …

JUDAS:  For months he’s been talking about it.
SALOME:  But I thought he was just warning us.
JUDAS:  He wants to die, and he wants us all to die with him.

He asks if we can drink from the cup from which he will
drink. That’s what he means. To die. (Crosses right toward
his entrance.) Do you know what he is doing right now,
up there? He’s telling them that the bread and wine of
the Passover are his body and blood. It’s insane. That’s
why I had to leave. I’m not sick. I’m just not going to
drink from that cup. He’s trying to turn Passover into
some kind of bizarre ritual that’s about him, about his
death. It’s all about Jesus. It’s always all about Jesus.
And nobody, nobody has the courage to question him or
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to challenge him. Peter and James and John are
crawling over each other to get closer to him, and they
don’t realize that they’re going to be pulled down with
him.

SALOME:  (Pulling herself together) Judas, wait. Calm down.
Don’t let all this excitement upset you. Jesus has always
been hard to understand, but he’s always taken care of
us. There must be some explanation, even if we don’t
understand it. You know him. You’ve been with him.
Think about it. Look at what happened with Lazarus.
We thought he was gone, but Jesus brought him back.
Back to life, not death. He’s done that for all of us.
Brought us life. I know the scribes and Pharisees hate
him. But how could they possibly do anything to him?
The whole city is in an uproar over him. They know he’s
a great prophet.

JUDAS:  He is a great prophet. That’s the point. That’s what
Jesus wants for himself. Look at what he says about the
prophets. They were betrayed, driven out, killed. He
wants to make himself a sacrifice. That’s what all this
business about the Passover is. He’s giving his body and
blood. The Passover lamb, take and drink this cup, this
is my blood. It doesn’t matter. Forget it. Listen to me,
Salome. What’s important is that the priests know who
we all are. They’re watching us, everything we do. We’re
in trouble. We’ve got to save ourselves. Get away from
here. Let the priests have him. Let him have his wish.
The rest of them too. I’m begging you, warn the other
women. Get away from Jerusalem tonight before it’s too
late. Save yourself! (Exits Upstage Left.)

SALOME:  Judas! I can’t do that. Judas. Jesus about to die?
How can it be? Oh heavenly Father, help us. You saved
us from the angel of death. You gave us the bread, the
wine, the lamb. You gave us faith to believe your
promises. Oh Father, give us the faith to believe now.
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Don’t let us lose faith in Jesus. That would be worse
than dying. Give us the strength to drink from the cup
our Master has offered us. Whatever it means. Wherever
it leads. (Blackout.)

Scene Two
“Why Have You Forsaken Me?”

READING #2: Matthew 26:36-42; 45-46; Mark 14:53-56; 63-72
CAST:  Sarah, Leah

(The night of Passover, late in the evening. Lights up on the
main room in the home of LEAH, a servant girl of Caiaphas the
high priest, and her parents. It contains a table and two chairs
Center Stage, a chair far left, and a table with candle Upstage
Left near doorway leading to bedroom.

Sound of soldiers marching by on the street outside. LEAH’s
mother, SARAH, is pacing around. She goes to the door at the
sound of soldiers and returns as they fade away. Sound of door
opening.)

SARAH:  (Hearing the door) Leah?
LEAH:  (Enters Upstage Right.) Oh, you’re still up.
SARAH:  (Meets her Center Stage.) It’s so late. I was worried.

Where have you been? Are you all right?
LEAH:  I’m all right, Mother. They made me stay late.

Caiaphas’ house is full of priests and soldiers.
SARAH:  (Glancing Up Left to second doorway) Shhh. You’ll wake

up your father.
LEAH:  (Sitting in chair at Left Center) They all wanted food and

drink, so guess who had to stay and serve?
SARAH:  Well, why? What’s happening over there?
LEAH:  They had some kind of trial. I guess they arrested

Jesus of Nazareth. They brought him to trial tonight
right there in the house.
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SARAH:  Ah, Jesus of Nazareth, that was it. I heard a ruckus
on the street … soldiers marching by. I thought
something must be happening.

LEAH:  They’re such cowards. They beat him and spit on
him, and he didn’t even do anything to them.

SARAH:  (Sits in chair Right Center.) Now, Leah …
LEAH:  I saw the whole thing. I was right there the whole

time, serving the guards who were in the courtyard.
Those pigs, they threw their garbage everywhere. We
could see right into the house where the priests were. It
was awful. I was so angry.

SARAH:  Leah, now stop it, do you hear me? You know
better. Where do you get these ideas from? You’re a
slave girl. You’re to serve and be quiet and wait on the
people in the house. You should thank God you have
food and that Caiaphas treats us well. Now get ready for
bed.

LEAH:  (Moving left) But Mother, you can’t believe the way
they treated Jesus. He didn’t say a word, and they
weren’t interested in listening to him anyway. They
called him a blasphemer, but he didn’t do anything
wrong. He was as helpless as a lamb. I just feel so badly
for him.

SARAH:  (Rising) Leah, the priests know best. I think Jesus
has been causing trouble in the temple. I heard he
turned over all the tables of the money changers. Now,
that’s not what I’d call helpless as a lamb! The
Sanhedrin has to take care of things. (Moving Down
Center) This Jesus has crowds of followers with him. He
could be very dangerous to all of us. If the Romans get
involved, then we’ll all be sorry. There have been
rumors that he says he’s the Messiah. Well, if he’s the
Messiah, let him prove it. If he can be arrested and
beaten and sent to prison, now he can’t be the Messiah,
can he? So it’s up to the leaders to decide, not us. It’s for
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us to mind our own business and do what we’re told.
Now come on, let’s go to bed. Forget about Jesus. (Takes
her hand to lead her to bedroom Up Left.)

LEAH:  (Pulls away, moves Down Center.) Mother, I can’t forget
about him. He looked at me, he looked right at me. It
was as though he felt sorry for me, and at the same time,
as though he wanted me to know he didn’t blame me.
Here he was being tortured and beaten, and he felt
sorry for me.

SARAH:  (Aghast) He looked at you?
LEAH:  (Moves right.) I was standing in the courtyard by the

fire, and one of his followers was there too.
SARAH:  (Alarmed) One of his followers? How do you know?
LEAH:  I recognized him.
SARAH:  Don’t be silly. You’ve never seen Jesus before.
LEAH:  Yes, I have.
SARAH:  What? When?
LEAH:  When I went to the market yesterday for bread,

Jesus was there, teaching. I was with Rachel. Some of
Jesus’ followers were with him, and one of them was
there tonight, in the courtyard. It was the one named
Simon. He’s one of the main followers.

SARAH:  (Sits in chair left, head in hands.) Oh Father, deliver
us. What are you getting into?

LEAH:  Mother, don’t worry. Nothing happened. (Moves
center.) He was such a coward. He stood there and didn’t
do a thing while his friend was being tormented. He was
warming himself by the fire, trying not to be noticed —
peeking around to see if he could look in. Somebody
had to say something.

SARAH:  Leah, go to bed this instant! What did you say?
Please tell me you didn’t say anything!

LEAH:  I told on him. I told the soldiers that he was one of
them.

SARAH:  Leah!
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LEAH:  Do you know what he did? He lied. He even denied it.
He said, “Woman, I do not know him.” But I know it was
him. Later on somebody else said, “Weren’t you with
Jesus?” and he said, “Man, I was not,” but he looked so
guilty and ashamed. I think some of the soldiers were
suspicious, but I don’t know if they caught him.

SARAH:  (Moving Up Left) I’m blowing out the candles and
we’re going to bed. And we’re going to pray that you
haven’t gotten us all in trouble with Caiaphas and the
Romans and everybody else. (Exits Up Left.)

LEAH:  Well, I’m going to pray for Jesus. I’m going to pray
that God looks after him. And I’m going to pray that
some of his friends stand by him and don’t betray him.

SARAH:  (Enters Up Left.) Come to bed this instant. (Exits.)
LEAH:  I’m coming. (Front) That’s what I’m going to do. I’m

going to pray for Jesus. (Blackout.)

Scene Three
“Father, Forgive Them”

READING #3: Mark 15:1-5; 16-20; Luke 23:26-27; 32-38
CAST:  Simon of Cyrene, Miriam

(Sound of crowd, fading as lights come up. Downstage Center,
wooden blocks suggest a gate in Jerusalem, leading from
Golgotha. SIMON OF CYRENE and his wife MIRIAM enter
from auditorium aisle through gates to the playing area.
SIMON limps on in pain, with MIRIAM helping him.)

SIMON:  (As crowd fades and lights come up) I need to stop. Let’s
sit down a minute.

MIRIAM:  I don’t know, Simon …
SIMON:  (As they enter main playing area) Yes, for a minute.

Let’s just sit for a minute. It’ll be all right. (They lean
against Upstage wall.) Agghh. It’s my ankle.
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MIRIAM:  All right, don’t move so much. Just rest. When 
we get to the inn you’ll lie down. (After a moment)
Simon, what happened back there? Did you say
something, or … ?

SIMON:  (Moving Down Center) No, Miriam, I didn’t say
anything or do anything. I don’t know what happened.
Someone pushed me from behind, I guess. I lost my
balance and fell into the street. It was just clumsy. I
stumbled into him. He’d fallen with his cross. I fell and
the next thing I knew, the soldiers had ahold of me.
Shouting at me. With whips. The man, the criminal, was
all bloody. He could hardly walk. They’d beaten him to
a pulp. The poor wretch couldn’t even carry his own
cross. So they just picked me to carry it. Another Jew,
what’s the difference? They just picked me out of the
crowd. Typical Roman geniuses.

MIRIAM:  (Joining him Downstage Center) All right. Well, thank
God you’re safe. (Looking out gate toward Golgotha) I heard
people in the mob saying the man’s name. They were
saying he claimed to be the Messiah. Jesus of Nazareth.

SIMON:  A Messiah from Nazareth. Well, why not? (Looking
out) Look there … three of them on crosses. Jews. It
could be any one of us.

MIRIAM:  They said he blasphemed.
SIMON:  He was a Jew. That was his crime.
MIRIAM:  It was Jews who were accusing him.
SIMON:  And it’s the Romans who crucified him.
MIRIAM:  Simon, it’s not just Jews.
SIMON:  No, you’re right, they’re crucifying the whole world.

It’s the same at home in Cyrene and in Alexandria,
Rhodes, Ephesus, Antioch. They’re the same with
everybody. They treat us all like animals, and so we all
act like animals.

MIRIAM:  (Trying for a smile) Goodness, we’re awfully gloomy
today.
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SIMON:  You mean for someone who’s lost his manhood in
front of a large group of people?

MIRIAM:  Simon, you haven’t lost your manhood. You’re still
a man, and I still love you. You’re a good man. A wise
man and a peaceful man.

SIMON:  (Sighing) Yes, yes, yes.
MIRIAM:  And to your sons, you’re a great man.
SIMON:  (Crossing right) Yes, my sons, God help them. What

kind of a world are we good, wise people giving our
sons? A world ruled by barbarians, a world of violence,
of degradation and hatred.

MIRIAM:  Simon, we can’t fight the Romans. Everyone
knows it. It’s life. We do what we can and try not to be
too discouraged, too ashamed when things like this
happen.

SIMON:  I know we can’t fight the Romans, Miriam. I’m just
trying to make some sense out of this. It’s so ironic. We
came all the way to Jerusalem for the Passover, and
this happens. We’re Jews. We’re supposed to be a light
to the nations, salvation to the world. Yet even here, our
light is smothered by darkness. So what does God want
from us?

MIRIAM:  Maybe just to wait. To be patient.
SIMON:  For what?
MIRIAM:  I don’t know. For the real Messiah to come.
SIMON:  And then what?
MIRIAM:  (Groping for answers) I don’t know. He’ll overthrow

the Romans, and we’ll all be free.
SIMON:  (Moving in on her) How? By killing more of them than

they kill of us?
MIRIAM:  (Exploding in frustration at him) I don’t know! Maybe

by starting an argument with them and driving them
crazy!

SIMON:  All right, all right. I’m sorry. But what kind of a
Messiah are we waiting for? Not someone who is going
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to lead a slaughter of everyone who resists him, right?
That would make us no better than the Romans. So
who?

MIRIAM:  So, someone who can lead peacefully.
SIMON:  All right. So what else?
MIRIAM:  So, someone who believes in what we believe. That

we can be a light to others, that we can change things
by setting an example.

SIMON:  All right.
MIRIAM:  Someone who can live as God created us to be.

Who can be like God to us, show us who God is. A
Messiah who can love all people. Love and forgive. Even
forgive the Romans, maybe.

SIMON:  Perfect. A perfect Messiah. And of course you know
what would happen to him.

MIRIAM:  What? He’d end up like Jesus of Nazareth?
SIMON:  Exactly. (They stand looking at the crosses.)
MIRIAM:  Well … so … what? So maybe this poor wretch

really is the Messiah. (Pause) But only if he comes back,
of course.

SIMON:  (Laughs.) If he comes back?
MIRIAM:  Of course. That would be required of such a

Messiah. If he were to come back from the dead and live
forever. Then he could continue to be like God. He
could be true to the teachings, to peace, love and
forgiveness. He could continue to lead us. He wouldn’t
have to be afraid of death. He’d already be dead. And he
could take as long as he wanted to bring peace to the
whole world. (Pause) What do you think?

SIMON:  Not bad. Very good. I’d follow him.
MIRIAM:  Well, for heaven’s sake. Could it be we’ve gotten

somewhere?
SIMON:  Could be. Well, speaking of getting somewhere …

(Turns toward Upstage Right exit.)
MIRIAM:  (Pulling him gently back) Yes … but in the meantime,
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can we follow the Messiah’s example?
SIMON:  Yes … ?
MIRIAM:  Can we forgive? Even the Romans. Or if we can’t

forgive, can we at least ask God to forgive them?
SIMON:  (Pause, then, praying) Father, forgive them.
MIRIAM:  Very good. The Messiah would be pleased.

(Blackout.)

Scene Four
“Jesus, Remember Me”

READING #4: Luke 23:39-43; 23:12
CAST:  Herod, Pilate

(HEROD and PILATE are in their respective palaces — HEROD
sitting Stage Left, PILATE Stage Right, at their writing desks
with their quills and scrolls. They are writing to each other and
reading as they write. Throughout the scene, they begin each
speech speaking as they write, but as the speech progresses, they
speak their lines facing the audience, to the imaginary recipient
of the letters, as though they are at a point behind the audience.
Lights up on HEROD.)

HEROD:  From Herod Antipas, King of the Jews in the
Province of Galilee, friend of the Emperor, and
obedient servant of Tiberius, Emperor of Rome. To his
excellency Pontius Pilate, Procurator of the province of
Judea in the region of Palestine and faithful servant of
Rome. (Leans back in chair.) Greetings to you, honored
governor, in the name of the Emperor, and all glory to
his holy name.

I am greatly honored to write to you to offer my most
heartfelt thanks and admiration in the handling of this
very difficult and volatile situation concerning the
Jewish criminal and traitor Jesus of Nazareth. Your
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consideration of the feelings of the Jewish people and
of ourselves in particular in the case with Jesus is most
gratifying. The man was from my land, Galilee, and I
therefore feel some responsibility for the events of
recent days. My people have been watching him and his
followers very carefully since he began to present
problems to us several years ago. Unfortunately, he has
been very difficult to track and more difficult yet to
contain, and so has slipped through our fingers many
times. My congratulations on your success where we
have for so long failed.

(Standing and pacing as he formulates the letter in his
mind) Particularly, dear governor, I am amazed at your
ability to work so efficiently and rapidly with the
sometimes hostile local Jewish authorities. I, myself,
have difficulty at times in ruling my own people.
Perhaps you, who also bear the burden of power in this
part of the world, can sympathize with my experience.
In any case, I am grateful that I was in Jerusalem
myself for the Jewish holy days, and I hope that I was
able to be of some assistance in the matter.

May I say that this unfortunate episode has
convinced me more than ever of the importance of
cooperation between the Jews and our Roman hosts?
Particularly, if I may be so bold, it points out the need
for friendship between the respective rulers of this
picturesque and challenging corner of the Empire. Your
skill in handling this matter has given me faith that we
may help each other again in the future. If I may ever
be of any assistance in any matter either in Galilee or
here in Judea, please have no hesitation in calling on
me. I am in your debt and would be grateful for the
opportunity to return the favor. (Down Center) We who
rule must stand together.

May the blessings of the gods be on your house and
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all who dwell in it. Good health to you, and long life to
his glorious majesty, Tiberius of Rome. Herod. (Sits.
Lights down on HEROD and up on PILATE.)

PILATE:  From Pontius Pilate, Procurator of Judea in the
service of his glorious majesty, the Emperor Tiberius.
To Herod Antipas, King of the Jews in Galilee and
friend of the Emperor. Greetings to you and your house.

(Sets down quill and rises to speak.) Thank you for your
most gracious letter, Herod. I, too, appreciated the
opportunity to work together in dealing with this
sensitive situation. I admit that in the past, I have
worried about the potential of friction between us. I am
all the more glad, therefore, that you were in Jerusalem
to be consulted in the judgment of this man and that we
succeeded in solving the problem together. As you
know, I have worked hard, sometimes in vain, to
cooperate with your local Jewish leaders on issues as
they arise. In the past I have not always been able to
accommodate their needs to their satisfaction, and I
have paid for it. One makes mistakes, one learns. As for
Jesus, after the considerable uproar of his public trial,
the execution itself was a simple matter, almost routine.
His followers dropped away like dying leaves when
they saw the possibility of the cross before them. I was,
frankly, surprised. Having spoken with him in private,
I was impressed by his confidence and intensity in the
face of death. I would have thought that a man of such
character would have inspired more loyalty among his
disciples.

I do not deceive myself, however, into believing that
this affair is over. This Jesus was a gentle man, and
from what I know of his teachings, it is easy for me to
see how his followers would turn away from violence.
But, my dear colleague, we must be careful of martyrs
coming back to haunt us. This idea that Jesus is in some
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way a king of the Jews, heaven forbid, may well outlive
him. Members of my guard have reported to me, for
example, that this idea was expressed by one of the
criminals who was crucified along with Jesus. The
soldiers distinctly heard him say, “Jesus, remember me
when you come into your kingdom” (Luke 23:42, NIV).
The poetic last-minute desperation of a dying man,
perhaps. But I have been in this province long enough
to know that the idea of a savior dies hard for the Jews.
If a thief on the cross can put his faith in the man we
crucified, so can others. In short, my friend, Jesus may
be dead, but the question is, will he stay dead?

So, how can we work together? Here is my
suggestion. We have embarked together on a course 
of action that combines the ruthlessness of Roman
justice and the stubborn piety of your people. I suggest
that we continue in this course, that we continue to be
ruthless and stubborn in our prosecution of this man’s
followers. When they attack with stories of his words
and deeds, we must defend with sword or stone. If they
present themselves to become martyrs, we must oblige
them. I believe that if we work together to be thorough
in putting down whatever threat there may be, we can
stamp out any embers of this faith in Jesus of Nazareth
before they become a fire that threatens our two
houses.

My thanks, once again, for your letter. I welcome this
opportunity to begin a friendship that may benefit both
Rome and the people of Israel. In the name of the
almighty Tiberius. Pilate. (Sits. Lights down on PILATE
and up on HEROD.)

HEROD:  My dear Governor Pilate, (Rises) your analysis of
the situation regarding Jesus of Nazareth is extremely
astute and much appreciated. I have already found a
persistence among his followers in Galilee that is
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disturbing. One of his kinsmen named John, who
himself had many followers, was willing to die for Jesus
without a qualm. Perhaps we should all adopt the
Roman method of execution. The zealous ones who are
willing to take up the cause of Jesus may hesitate to
take up a cross as well.

I leave for Galilee in the morning. When I arrive
there, I will begin immediate measures to quell any
foment that may arise around the news of Jesus’ death.
Those birds scattered in Jerusalem may return to the
nest from which they came. (Remains standing Right
Center. Lights up on both HEROD and PILATE.)

PILATE:  My dear King Herod. I like your idea of adopting
the cross for executions. We Romans have found that
throughout the world, the cross is a potent symbol that
stands as a reminder of real power. If we work together,
it will continue to be a symbol forever.

Meanwhile, may the gods smile on your journey, and
may this be the beginning of a long and fruitful
relationship.

Extending the hand of friendship …
HEROD:  In the name of the Emperor of Rome,
PILATE:  The ruler of this world,
HEROD:  And to his glory alone.
HEROD and PILATE:  (Simultaneously) Herod. Pilate. (Blackout.)

Scene Five
“Into Your Hands I Commend My Spirit”

READING #5: Luke 23:44-49
CAST:  Deborah, the mother-in-law of Simon Peter; Deliah, a

Gentile woman; and Tia, Deliah’s ten-year-old daughter
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(Thunder and lightning [May be house lights turned off and on
rapidly] out of the darkness reveal DEBORAH, DELIAH, and
TIA cowering Downstage Center, facing the audience. Two
large blocks serve as stones Downstage Right and Left. Sound
and lighting effects fade, leaving the stage dimly lit.)

TIA:  Mother, why is it so dark?
DELIAH:  I don’t know, dear. It’s all right. Don’t be afraid. It

may be dark for a while.
TIA:  Is Jesus really dead?
DELIAH:  Yes he is, dear. We need to be brave now.
TIA:  But why did he cry out so loudly?
DELIAH:  He was praying, Tia. He said, “Father, into your

hands I commend my spirit” (Luke 23:46, author’s
paraphrase). He was praying that his spirit would return
to God. We all need to pray now — for Jesus and for
ourselves.

DEBORAH:  There have been dark times before, Tia. We’ll go
on. We’ll go back to Galilee.

DELIAH:  Yes, maybe we will.
DEBORAH:  We’ll all stay together. No matter where we

came from. We all need to stay together now.
DELIAH:  (Moves gingerly right, out of the group. Lights come up

slightly Stage Right.) We’ll see. But we have work to do
here before we can go. We need to do something with
Jesus’ body. We can’t let them just throw him to the
dogs. We’ll find a way to get the men to ask the Romans
for him. I’ve heard there is a man named Joseph, a
member of the council, who is a follower of Jesus.
Maybe he can help us. We’ll clean and prepare his body,
and we’ll bury him. We have to. It’s Jesus.

DEBORAH:  Yes. Maybe, when it gets lighter …
TIA:  (Crossing to DELIAH) But Mother, aren’t spirits evil?
DELIAH:  What, dear?
TIA:  You said Jesus wanted his spirit to go back to God. But

spirits are evil.
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DELIAH:  Some spirits are evil, dear. The demons that were
in you were evil spirits. But Jesus’ spirit is good. It’s a
good spirit. His spirit is full of love and peace and hope.
And it’s very strong. It’s the most powerful spirit of all.
That’s why Jesus could heal you.

DEBORAH:  (Crosses left. Lights up slightly on her.) We’ll find
someone who has some influence in the city. There may
even be someone who could provide a tomb.

DELIAH:  Good. That’s a good idea.
TIA:  Mother, remember …
DELIAH:  Not now, dear, please.
TIA:  Please, Mother, please. (Tugging her sleeve) Let’s tell the

story. I want to. I was very sick, remember? Come on. I
was sick.

DELIAH:  Yes, dear. All right. I guess we can tell the story
while we wait for the light. You were very sick. Filled
with evil spirits, so sick and weak. (DEBORAH sits on
Stage Left block and TIA on Stage Right block as DELIAH tells
her story.) And so I heard about Jesus, that he had the
power to heal the sick, and that he was in the region of
Tyre and Sidon. And so I found him, and I knew the
moment I saw him that he was strong and good and that
he could make you better. So I followed him in the
streets of Sidon, didn’t I, and I cried out to him for help
until he heard me. Remember?

TIA:  And some of the disciples said to Jesus, “Send her
away.”

DELIAH:  But Jesus said no. He stopped, and there was a
crowd of people all around. And he turned toward me
and looked at me. I was so afraid … remember?

TIA:  But you spoke to him anyway.
DELIAH:  Yes, I did. Because it was for my little girl. And

Jesus looked at me and said, “I was sent only for the lost
sheep of Israel” (Matthew 15:24, author’s paraphrase) but I
begged him for just a little help, just a crumb from the
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